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Feminism is fascism and must be detroyed. Feminism in women is
cancer that grows and grows until it destroys the women and
makes them dirty feminist whores.
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Comments

[deleted] 14 February, 2019 04:19 PM 

[deleted]

BlindBoyy • 5 points • 14 February, 2019 06:54 PM 

First feminist movement was actyally pretty good they wanted to be equal. They won and we were pretty
much equal but here comes the shitty feminism that thinks women should lead everything. If a women isnt
paid higher than a men for the same job theres sexism lmao

Profligate-Prophet • 6 points • 14 February, 2019 07:51 PM 

Remember when they said they wanted to be equal what they ment is we want what men have as well as
what we have. Thats not equality. Unfortunately it is from the perspective of evolution that women want
these things. They can't see it anyother way. That is their version of equality.

In laymans terms. I once stopped at a restarea with two bathrooms on was for women. And the other was
for men and women. This is their verson of equality...alway remeber that.

BlindBoyy • 2 points • 14 February, 2019 08:06 PM 

Well old feminsm was "we want to have the same rights as men" and its a good cause but rn ill take
your example of bathroom feminsm of today wants women bathroom to have tv in it and they want
men to have no cabins

Profligate-Prophet • 3 points • 14 February, 2019 08:09 PM 

Women wanted the right to vote with out the responsibilities that came with it.

CommonMisspellingBot • 0 points • 14 February, 2019 07:51 PM 

Hey, Profligate-Prophet, just a quick heads-up:
remeber is actually spelled remember. You can remember it by -mem- in the middle.
Have a nice day!

The

 
parent

 
commenter

 
can

 
reply

 
with

 
'delete'

 
to

 
delete

 
this

 
comment.

BooCMB • 0 points • 14 February, 2019 07:51 PM 

Hey /u/CommonMisspellingBot, just a quick heads up:
Your spelling hints are really shitty because they're all essentially "remember the fucking spelling
of the fucking word".

And your fucking delete function doesn't work. You're useless.

Have a nice day!

Save your breath, I'm a bot.

Profligate-Prophet • 2 points • 14 February, 2019 08:08 PM 

I dont care. Language is about conveying ideas not being correct. Idiot.

BooBCMB • 1 point • 14 February, 2019 07:51 PM 
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Hey BooCMB, just a quick heads up: I learnt quite a lot from the bot. Though it's mnemonics
are useless, and 'one lot' is it's most useful one, it's just here to help. This is like screaming at
someone for trying to rescue kittens, because they annoyed you while doing that. (But really
CMB get some quiality mnemonics)

I do agree with your idea of holding reddit for hostage by spambots though, while it might be
a bit ineffective.

Have a nice day!

LickWits • 2 points • 14 February, 2019 12:06 PM 

I don't agree. Feminism is not a bad thing. Equality is a goal we should go for. The problem lies with the
feminazis who want men to be eradicated from the earth.

But that's just my opinion.

goldnray17_Bossman • 4 points • 14 February, 2019 12:53 PM 

We already have equality they want inequality against men

Muh-So-Gin-Knee • 4 points • 14 February, 2019 01:40 PM* 

I know, right? I have yet to encounter a feminist who can tell me just ONE civil right or civil liberty that
men enjoy that women don't.

edit: to the but-hurt women and feminists down-voting me, keep it coming. You're down-voting because
you know I'm right. You are equal. You have equality of opportunity, but what you want is equality of
outcome; which is total bullshit. Even in equality of outcome you are selective. You do want half of all
CEOs to be women but you don't want half of all garbage "people" to be women. That's what I find just
so offensive about you feminists. Your naked, blatant hypocrisy and the fact that you are too stupid, or
arrogant, to even try to hide it. Seriously, fuck right off!

edit2: All you are "owed" in terms of equality are the same civil rights and civil liberties. The fact that
society may treat you "unfairly" in certain instances is called fucking life, get a god damn helmet! Life is
unfair to everyone at times. So, wipe away those tears and be the stronk, IndEpeNdeNt women you love
to REEEEEEE about being. I have faith in you!

PennyLaneinaChevyVan • 2 points • 14 February, 2019 02:25 PM 

I agree that feminism was started with good intentions, but what feminism has turned into today is laughable.

Profligate-Prophet • 1 point • 14 February, 2019 08:42 PM 

Please under stand the human psyche much less the masculine and feminine sides of it. Women will always
want more. It is in their nature. They want more because it ensures the survival of the children. So yes
feminism is bad because it will always become bad due to the inherint human nature that women are.
Equality for women will always be that they want what they have as well as what men have. And men have
to let women have every thing they have and share what men have. This is human nature so it will always
end up with feminazi's taking every thing. So yes feminism is complete shit.

heldex • 0 points • 14 February, 2019 02:29 PM 

Feminism is perfectly fine. But the one we are experiencing right now is not feminism

LickWits • 2 points • 14 February, 2019 06:41 PM 
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The sad truth. Nothing wrong with wanting equality (which we basically have already). But feminists
nowadays just seem to be wanting to bring men down as much as they can.

heldex • 1 point • 14 February, 2019 06:51 PM 

We could say that they want women to be equal as men in the ways were men sucked too. Example being
the submission of women. Now they seek the equal capability of submitting man. And that's not what we
want for the world

Profligate-Prophet • 2 points • 14 February, 2019 08:45 PM 

God damn i have to spam this messege but it so important that we have to understand the underlying
perception of reality that is skewed by evolutionary function.

Please under stand the human psyche much less the masculine and feminine sides of it. Women will always
want more. It is in their nature. They want more because it ensures the survival of the children. So yes
feminism is bad because it will always become bad due to the inherint human nature that women are.
Equality for women will always be that they want what they have as well as what men have. And men have
to let women have every thing they have and share what men have. This is human nature so it will always
end up with feminazi's taking every thing. So yes feminism is complete shit.
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